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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
Pathfinding is a navigation component of the agent in an Evacuation Model. Most 
models apply pathfinding approach to provide global information to the agent from the 
start due to the assumption that evacuees would always head towards the nearest exit and 
all exits are used equally. Realistically, evacuees may only perceive its immediate 
surroundings, and be oblivious of other exits if the evacuee is unfamiliar with the 
environment. In evacuation, people tend to move towards familiar direction, which is the 
way they came in, and current solution of applying shortest path or least cost search 
approach does not demonstrate this emergent behaviour. In this study, as the counterpart 
of human, agents emulating human physical capabilities and limitations were developed in 
Unity3D Game Engine. The perception component of agent imitated human conic vision 
using Raycasting technique while its movement speed was limited to average movement 
speed of median population. Using input from Raycasting, a pathfinding algorithm based 
on the random mouse algorithm with localization feature using Navigation Mesh was 
developed. The environment for testing was built in the form of a maze in Unity3D and 
recordings were made to detect the agent arriving at the exit or not, and the time taken to 
navigate the environment in each iteration. Navigation Mesh was generated to represent 
walkable areas, and static obstacles that confined the spaces were labeled as walls. 
Unrendered cubes were placed at every intersection and exit, and were labeled 
accordingly. Result of the simulation showed that the pathfinding algorithm allowed the 
agent to successfully traverse the partially observable environment without prior 
knowledge, and the agent had demonstrated emergent behaviour with the integration of 
limited perception distance and realistic movement speed. The findings have shown that 
the algorithm can be used to simulate emergent behaviour in an Evacuation Model. 
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ABSTRAK 
 
 
 
Pencarian laluan merupakan komponen pengemudian ejen dalam sebuah Model 
Pemindahan. Kebanyakan model menggunakan pendekatan pencari laluan untuk memberi 
maklumat global kepada ejen dari awal kerana andaian bahawa pemindah akan sentiasa 
menuju ke arah pintu keluar yang terdekat dan semua pintu keluar yang digunakan secara 
sama rata. Secara realistiknya, pemindah hanya boleh melihat persekitaran disekelilingnya 
sahaja, dan tidak menyedari akan tempat keluar yang lain jika pemindah tidak biasa 
dengan persekitaran tersebut. Dalam pemindahan, manusia cenderung untuk bergerak ke 
arah yang biasa yang merupakan cara mereka datang, dan penyelesaian semasa 
menggunakan jalan tersingkat atau carian kos terendah tidak menunjukkan tingkah laku 
yang baru ini. Dalam kajian ini, sebagai perwakilan manusia, ejen mencontohi keupayaan 
dan had fizikal manusia telah dibangunkan dengan Enjin Permainan Unity3D. Komponen 
persepsi ejen ditiru penglihatan kon manusia menggunakan teknik Raycasting manakala 
kelajuan pergerakannya terhad kepada purata kelajuan pergerakan populasi median. 
Menggunakan input dari Raycasting, algoritma pencari laluan berdasarkan algoritma 
tetikus rawak dengan ciri lokalisasi menggunakan Jaringan Pengemudian telah 
dibangunkan. Persekitaran untuk ujian telah dibina dalam bentuk pagar sesat dalam 
Unity3D dan rakaman telah dibuat untuk mengesan ejen yang tiba di pintu keluar atau 
tidak, dan masa yang diambil untuk mengemudi persekitaran tersebut dalam setiap iterasi. 
Jaringan Pengemudian telah dijana untuk mewakili kawasan boleh lalu dan halangan statik 
yang menghadkan ruang ini dilabel sebagai dinding. Kiub yang tidak dilukis ditempatkan 
di setiap persimpangan dan pintu keluar dan telah dilabelkan dengan sewajarnya. 
Keputusan simulasi menunjukkan bahawa algoritma pencari laluan membenarkan ejen 
untuk merentasi persekitaran yang sebahagiannya boleh diperhati tanpa pengetahuan, dan 
ejen telah menunjukkan tingkah laku baru dengan integrasi jarak persepsi yang terhad dan 
kelajuan pergerakan yang realistik. Hasil kajian telah menunjukkan bahawa algoritma 
boleh digunakan untuk simulasi tingkah laku baru dalam Model Pemindahan. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 This chapter discusses an overview of the research conducted in this study. 
The topic includes background of the study, problem statement, aim of the research, 
objectives and scopes of the study, research significant and also contributions of the 
study.   
 
 
 
1.1 Background of the Study 
 
 
The general public is becoming more concerned of their safety in performing 
daily routines whether being indoor or outdoor. However, disaster or accidents are 
bound to happen no matter how much precautions were taken. Therefore, as a sign of 
preparedness, a contingency plan must considered and constructed. Hence, more 
resources and funds are pooled into developing evacuation models that may give 
valuable insight to help in developing or further improve an evacuation process that 
can minimize loss and maximize the safety of individuals.  
 
 
Egress is literally defined as the act or an instance of going, especially from 
an enclosed place. Emergency egress or evacuation is the movement of people away 
from a threat or hazard to ensure the safety of the public and minimize the loss in 
terms of lives and property. Evacuation plans are action plans that are derived 
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beforehand and will be executed if deemed necessary. Two approaches in deriving 
these plans are traditional approach and computational approach. 
 
 
Traditional approach which is full-scale evacuation demonstration and 
adherence to building or safety codes is still widely used; however with the rapid 
advancement in the architecture field, its limitations identified from the ethical, 
practical as well as financial perspective have thus prompts the development of 
computational evacuation modelling. In the recent years, Computational Evacuation 
Modelling is gaining an increasing popularity within the research community. 
 
 
In 2010, Kuligowski et al. produces a review of Building Evacuation Models, 
which reviews 26 computer models that focused on simulating evacuations in a 
building. These models can be categorized by their main features; availability to the 
public, modeling method, type of grid used, validation methods etc. In categorizing 
by modeling methods, three types of models are available which are Flow-based 
modeling, Cellular Automata and Agent-Based. 
 
 
Flow-based modelling adopts the principle of fluid and particle motions, 
where the physical environment is represented as a network of nodes. An example of 
this type of modelling is EVACNET4 (Kisko et al., 1998). In Cellular Automata, the 
space of the environment is divided into an array of grids or cells with uniform size, 
where the movement of an evacuee is from one grid to another neighboring grid. 
EGRESS (Ketchell et al., 2006) is an example of Evacuation Model that uses this 
method. In Agent-based modeling, an agent is autonomous, whether physical or 
virtual, can act, perceive its environment and communicate with others, with the 
capability to achieve its goals. SIMULEX (Thompson and Marchant, 1995) is the 
first model that uses Agent-based modeling.  
 
 
The advantage of implementing an Agent-based modelling in Evacuation 
Model when compared to Flow-based and Cellular Automata, is the ability to 
simulate interactions of autonomous objects, or agents to be precise, to exhibit 
emergent behaviours (Agent-Based Simulation Tutorial). Each agent can be use to 
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digitally represent an individual or an evacuee within the egress simulation. Agents 
are divided into five categories, which are based on their degree of perceived 
intelligence and capability, namely simple reflex agents, model-based reflex agents, 
goal-based agents, utility-based agents, and learning agents. The type of agent to be 
used and its development process should conform to the requirement of the system 
 
 
An environment can be defined as a space where agents interact with domain 
objects and resources, and also with other agents which shares the same space. There 
are several terminologies that can define the environment in which an agent is placed 
and as such it affects the approach in developing an agent. Particular to this study, 
the agent only has knowledge of its immediate and previous surrounding, have the 
knowledge of the existence of one or more exit in the environment, but have no 
knowledge on the exact position of the exit from the get go. Thus the environment 
could be categorized as a partially observable environment. 
 
 
For the agent to move freely within the environment, the traversable space 
needs to be specified beforehand. How the space would be represented would be 
depending on the environment’s topology and the required efficiency. Although 
regular grid representation is more popular, the complexity of modern day 
architectures and the need for such environment to be represented seamlessly 
suggests that irregular grid representation would be more proper. Navigation mesh is 
an irregular grid representation that is made up of triangles and polygons meshes that 
covers the areas in which the agent may traverse. 
 
 
Pathfinding, or wayfinding, is a component used to help direct the agent from 
its initial position towards the destination. A popular topic in pathfinding is 
computing the shortest route or least costly route to be travelled. But in a partially 
observable environment, without the knowledge of its destination, the agent may not 
be capable to do so. In order to find the exit, the agent would need to explore the 
environment. Thus rather than implementing algorithm intended to find shortest 
route, it is more apt to implement algorithm that is designed for exploration instead. 
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In Unity 3D Game Engine, Raycasting is a technique used for collision 
detection. This is achieved by shooting an invisible ray from a designated point 
towards a specified direction, detecting any objects that lay in its path. The human 
eyes functions by gathering light rays from the surrounding. In concept, both 
raycasting and the human eyes are similarly used for gathering information from the 
surroundings. The difference would be that the human eyes absorb rays, whereas 
raycasting emits rays. Therefore in theory, it is possible that raycasting can function 
as the “eye” of an agent.  
 
 
 
1.2 Problem Statement 
 
 
To develop an Evacuation Model is quite a challenging task as every element 
that made up the model compliments each other and need to be given equal amount 
of attention and resources to develop, to say the least. Therefore, in this study, the 
simulation model will only be concerned with a portion of an Evacuation Model 
which is the development of the pathfinding algorithm. Most evacuation models 
provide the agent with global information, i.e. the knowledge of where the end-point 
is, from the beginning. Some exceptions such as MASSEgress (Pan, 2006), relies on 
visual perception for path-finding instead. Criteria, in which routes are calculated, 
are fastest route towards exit, shortest route towards exit and route defined by user 
(Kuligowski et al., 2010).  
 
 
Realistically the environment of an evacuation can be categorized as a 
partially observable environment, where the location of the exit is not initially 
provided, or the agent is unfamiliar with the layout of the world. Popular directed 
algorithm, such as Dijkstra and A*, requires such parameters to be defined 
beforehand, therefore should not be applicable as is, in such circumstances. We 
should instead consider undirected pathfinding algorithm, which encourages the 
agent to explore the environment. Still, a design based completely on this concept 
would not be useful in creating a believable behaviour for an agent. The proposed 
algorithm needs an additional feature to complement the search, a localization 
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component to keep track of its progress internally, in order to increase the efficiency 
while at the same time providing the agent with the possibility to demonstrate 
human-like behaviour. The reason stated above thus, became the motivation of this 
study. 
 
 
 
1.3 Aims of the Research 
 
 
This research aims to develop a dynamic pathfinding algorithm with the use 
of raycasting and navigation mesh which is competent to navigate in a partially 
observable environment, whilst also capable to demonstrate emergent social 
behaviours such as competitive, queuing, herding behaviours and bi-directional 
crowd flow. 
 
 
 
1.4 Research Questions 
 
 
Listed below are the questions that drive this study: 
 
i. Can an agent that has a believable behaviour be developed by 
applying human-like capacity and limitation? 
ii. Can a dynamic pathfinding algorithm, with raycasting and navigation 
mesh, traverse a partially observable environment and with the 
knowledge that it gathers, move towards the end goal? 
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1.5 Objectives of the Study 
 
 
The objectives are as listed below: 
 
i. To propose an agent with human-like capacity and limitation that can 
demonstrate simple believable human behaviour. 
ii. To develop a dynamic pathfinding algorithm with raycasting 
and navigation mesh that is capable to traverse a partially 
observable environment. 
iii. To create a new 3D environment for testing and evaluation of the 
proposed algorithm. 
 
 
 
1.6 Scopes of the Study 
 
 
Below lists the scopes of which this study is conducted: 
 
i. The proposed pathfinding algorithm is developed specifically for use 
in an evacuation model. 
ii. The project is developed with the use of Unity3D Game Engine and 
the scripts are written in C# language. 
iii. The environment is self-created based from general maze image. 
iv. The number of agent and its placement in the environment are decided 
randomly. 
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1.7 Research Significance 
 
 
Taking into consideration the characteristics of the environment in which an 
evacuation transpires, this study proposes a dynamic pathfinding algorithm for 
computer evacuation model. The algorithm, which is developed in Unity3D Game 
Engine, will be implementing Raycasting technique, to replicate the human 
perception. When coupled with Navigation Mesh; implemented to highlight the 
traversable region within the environment, the algorithm should provide the agent 
with the ability to traverse the environment towards the exit, without prior 
knowledge of the environment provided. Additionally, the study explores the 
possibility for a model-based reflex agent, without complex intelligence, to 
demonstrate emergent social behaviour such as competitive, queuing, herding 
behaviours and bi-directional crowd flow. 
 
 
 
1.8 Contributions of the Study 
 
 
This study proposes a new approach to pathfinding in evacuation model. 
Rather than presenting the agent with global knowledge from the start, providing 
predetermined options and solutions, the agent’s capabilities were purposely limited 
with the intention to make it more humane. This encourages the agent to traverse the 
environment and collect their own knowledge, which is more realistic. This approach 
also explores the possibility of agents with limited capabilities to simulate believable 
human behaviour by exhibiting emergent social phenomenon. 
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